BIG KITTY CATS ON THE
PROWL & TALKING
TRASH IN DETROIT
MOTOR CITY
[Hi there Kitty Kat fans!! The tigers are tied
with the Rangers in the 9th and the Lions coming
on soon. Time to Prowl, so Trash has been moved
back up to where it can be found – bmaz]
The big cats are on the prowl, and they are
growling right on down Woodward Avenue. Los
Tigres are Looking For Love and they’re Making
Thunderbirds.
And they are not the ever lovely Watertiger kind
of kitties either. Nope, these kittehs are big,
bad, lean, mean and will Fuck. You. Up.
Detroit Motor City is happenin baybee; seriously
happening, and here is hoping there is no
Detroit Breakdown.
First on the catwalk are the Tigers. Los Tigres
dispatched the evil empire of the NY Yankees.
Fittingly, the game, and series, ended with a
strikeout by Mighty Casey LeBron Rodriquez, aka
“Mr. April”. Congratulations pinstripe pushers,
you have 6, count em six, more years of this joy
at the low, low price of only $27 million a
year. Worry not though, while he has already
been through Kate Hudson and Cameron Diaz, you
still have the ARoid and Gwyneth Paltrow hookup
to look forward to. So you got that going for
you, along with you new number one starter, AJ
Burnett, after CC Sabathia bails. Red Sawx
cognoscenti feast. As to everybody else, ponder
whether there is enough Justin Verlander to slow
down Josh Hamilton, Michael Young and the
Rangers. Say what you will, these are, at this
point, the two best teams in the American
League.
In the Senior Circuit, my local kids, and they
are kids since they are the youngest team in

MLB, came up just a bit short tonight against
the BrewCrew. Awesome game five, and awesome
series. Both teams just had so much personality
and good vibe, it was hard to root against
either one. But someone had to win, and in extra
innings in the win or go home game, Milwaukee
did. And Albert Pujols and the Cards shocked the
mighty Phillies, in Philly, to make the unlikely
advance to the NLCS. This is almost certainly
not the NLCS matchup FoxTV hoped for. Too bad,
both teams earned it, suck on that Fox.
In the college gridiron type of sporting
activity, a couple of has beens like Texas and
Oklahoma are playing. If only they both could
lose. Then the better and more appealing team,
the Boise State Broncos, could move ahead to the
rank they deserve in the standings. Especially
after dropping 57 points on conference rival
Fresno State Friday night. The most exciting
team in the country as far as supposed first
tier conferences go, the sharp toothed Wisconsin
Badgers, have a bye week.
Next on the beautific catwalk are the Deetroit
Lions. These too are some slinky cats.
The Chicago Poo Bears are going to mosey into
the Lion’s Den at Ford Field, where the Kitties
hope to say “Suh you later”. So far, so good,
Matt Stafford is still healthy and leading the
Lion offense. Stafford’s resume is spotty
because of injury, but when healthy, he has
clearly demonstrated he is a top-flite
quarterback. Javed Best is a nice back, but the
Lions might want to invest in another back at
some point to insure the future that seems so
bright. As good as the Lions’ defense has been
so far this season, they have been playing
without what many considered the best athlete in
the draft, Nick Fairly out of Auburn. Dude has
the potential to be another Suh. If he is even
close, it is hard to imagine what it will mean
to Detroit, and he may make his season debut
against Da Bears.
I understand there may be other games of both
the student and professional athlete variety,

but if they ain’t from Detroit, you will have to
supply your own analysis in comments. Because
this is Motor City Madness Weekend!
Well, okay, maybe we will get to non-motorcity
talk because, if nothing else, there is some
shit going down in Suzuka. And if you know squat
about F1, you know there is usually wet, and
corresponding wild, in Suzuka. That’s just the
way it is. Vettel was off pace in practice, but
was fast and took pole in qualifying, with
Jenson Button of McLaren in P2. Lewis Hamilton
hung on for P3 followed by Mass and Alonso in
the Ferraris. True to form, qualifying was off
schedule due to rain. We will see yet what the
conditions are for the actual race, but I have
always found the wet to be a good thing at
Suzuka as it seems a bit pedestrian of a track
without it. The race goes off at 2:00am EST and
11:00pm PST and is being carried in the US by
Speed TV. If Vettel finishes anywhere in the
points, even with the minimal single point, he
clinches the Drivers’ Championship, and that is
a pretty safe bet to occur.
As you may have noticed, this is a VERY heavy
music Trash post. But, if there is one thing
Detroit is known for other than American steel
on wheels, it is music. I didn’t roll with the
common Motown motif, and I did not fall back on
old friends that used to be from Detroit, but
now are here in the desert. If you are a music
nerd, check out the enantiomer MC5 version of
Motor City Is Burning. Not sure exactly what the
deal is, but it is clearly, whether
intentionally or unintentionally, a reverse
print if you look at all the right handed people
flipped opposite. Weird. Probably not many
people remember the MC5, but they were one of
the early foundations of straight up hard rock,
and they were dead nuts killer.
So, that is it for the Motown Trash. Burn it
down!

